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I. SAMPLING 

 

The method for collecting data is usually to sample from a population rather than to study 

the entire population, for the reasons of limited resources, limited data availability, and/or 

destructive testing. The simplest way to ensure an unbiased sample is to give each 

member of a population an equal chance of being included in the sample. 

 

 
 

Some Basic Definitions and Terminologies 

 

Here are some of the terms frequently used in sampling: 

 

Population  –  the set of individuals relevant to the study. 

 

A sample  –  a subset of the population that is examined.  

 

Census survey –  a complete survey of the entire population. 

 

A sample survey – a survey on randomly selected individuals from the population. 

 

Population parameter  –  a numerical value associated with population study, e.g., 

population mean, median, or proportion etc.  

 

A sample statistic – a numerical value associated with a sample study, e.g., sample mean, 

median, or proportion etc.  

 

A variable  –  the characteristic of population relevant to the study. 
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Sampling error – the difference between the unknown population parameter and the 

sample statistic used to estimate the parameter. 

 

Sampling bias  –  the tendency to favor the selection of certain elements over others. 

 

Simple random sampling (SRS)  –  n  individuals out of population of N are selected in 

such a way that every one of nN C  distinct samples has an equal chance of being drawn. 

 

Systematic sampling – each thk element in the population is selected. This method has 

about the same precision as the SRS unless some periodicities occur. Because once the 

pattern or “system”  is set, each sample unit no longer has equal probability of being 

chosen, the systemic sampling is not a simple random sampling, 

 

 
 

Stratified sampling – A SRS collected from each of homogeneously divided subsets of 

the population called strata. When a stratum has a homogeneous distribution,  the overall 

variability of this kind of sampling is reduced when it is compared with a SRS. 
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Cluster Sampling – Census sampling on randomly selected non-homogeneously divided 

subsets of the population.  

 

 
Multistage (Cluster) Sampling – Randomly sampling on multi-leveled Stratified subsets 

of the population. 

 

Convenience Sampling – Data are selected based on the ease of access. 

 

Stratified Sampling vs. Cluster Sampling – Stratified sampling has less variability 

compared with SRS when the population can be divided into relatively homogenous parts, 

though sometimes it is expensive to obtain stratification information before sampling. 

Cluster sampling has more variability compared with SRS when the population can be 

divided into heterogeneous parts, but at the reduced costs. 

 

 
 

Response bias – untruthful or misleading responses. It can be caused by the influence of 

the survey design. Wording bias may occur when the survey questions are confusing or 

misleading. 

 

Nonresponse bias – no response or the response cannot be reached. 

 

Under coverage bias – the subsets are not fully or equally sampled. 

 

Voluntary response bias – response or not can be manipulated. 
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Example 1.1. [CBAPSTATSPRACTICE9]  Each person in a simple random sample 

of 2,000 received a survey, and 317 people returned their survey. How could 

nonresponse cause the results of the survey to be biased?  

 

A) Those who did not respond reduced the sample size, and small samples have 

more bias than large samples.  

B.) Those who did not respond caused a violation of the assumption of independence.  

C.) Those who did not respond were indistinguishable from those who did not 

receive the survey.  

D.) Those who did not respond represent a stratum, changing the simple random 

sample into a stratified random sample.  

E) Those who did respond may differ in some important way from those who did 

not respond. 

 

Solution: 

 

The answer is E. For Choice A, reduced sample size may still be useful as long as the 

conditions are satisfied. For Choice B, the results are independent as long as those people 

do not influence each other. For Choice C, no info on this. For Choice D, the people who 

don’t response may not response regardless the ways it was sampled. 

 

Example 1.2. [APSTATSMC2012-12] In the design of a survey, which of the 

following best explains how to minimize response bias? 

 

(A) Increase the sample size. 

(B) Decrease the sample size. 

(C) Randomly select the sample. 

(D) Increase the number of questions in the survey. 

(E) Carefully word and field-test survey questions. 

 

Solution: 

 

The answer is E. 

 

 

Example 1.3. [APSTATSMC2014-2]  A researcher wants to know the percentage of 

villages in a certain African country that have access to a clean drinking water 

source less than ¼ mile from the center of the village. The country is divided into 12 

districts and each district has many villages in it, as indicated in the table below. 

The researcher selects a random sample of 10% of the villages from each district. 
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Which of the following terms best describes this sampling method? 

 

A.) Simple random sampling 

B.) Stratified random sampling 

C.) Cluster sampling 

D.) Systemic sampling 

E.) Voluntary response sampling 

 

Solution: 

 

The answer is B. 

 

Example 1.4. [APSTATSMC2014-21] In a recent poll of 1,500 randomly selected 

eligible voters, only 525 (35 percent) said that they did not vote in the last election. 

However, a vote count showed that 80 percent of eligible voters actually did not vote 

in the last election. Which of the following types of bias is most likely to have 

occurred in the poll? 

 

(A) Nonresponse bias 

(B) Sampling bias  

(C) Selection bias 

(D) Response bias  

(E) Undercoverage bias  

 

Solution: 

 

The answer is D. 

 

Example 1.5. [APSTATSFRQ2015-3]  Recently, a company acquired the rights to 

use a forest – like the one shown in the photograph below – to harvest trees to 

produce lumber. 
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The company wants to conduct a study to estimate the mean trunk diameter of the 

trees from the forest by taking a random sample of approximately 5 percent of the 

tree from the forest. For the study, the company divides the forest into 200 equally 

sized plots of approximately one acre each, as shown in the figure below. 

 

Because of previous logging practices and growth patterns, plots with older trees, 

such as Plot 6, tend to have fewer trees but with larger trunk diameters, and plots 

with younger trees, such as Plot 121, tend to have more trees but with smaller trunk 

diameters. This is illustrated in the two figures of Plot 6 and Plot 121 by the varying 

number and sizes of the symbolÅ . 

 
 

a.) Describe the procedure for using cluster sampling to obtain a random sample of 

approximately 5 percent of the trees from the forest, using the plots as clusters. 

 

b.) Describe a procedure for using stratified sampling to obtain a random sample of 

approximately 5 percent of the trees form the forest, using the plots as strata. 

 

c.) For the study, give one advantage of using cluster sampling as described in part 

a.) over stratified sampling as described in part (b). 

 

d.) For the study, give one advantage of using stratified sampling as described in 

part b.) over cluster sampling as described in part a.). 
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Solution: 

 

a.) 

1.) Label each plot from 1 to 200. 

2.) Randomly generate 10 numbers from 1 to 200.  

3.) Measure ALL the trees in those 10 sample plots. 

 

b.)  

1.) Divide the area into 200 plots.  

2.) For each plot, label ALL the trees. Then, randomly generate numbers to cover 5% of 

all the labeled trees.  

3.) Measure the labeled trees in each plot. 

 

c.) Cluster sampling is relatively easier and cheaper to do, since only 10 plots of all trees 

need to be measured. The drawback is that those sampled plots may not represent the 

forest well when the distribution varies from area to area. 

 

d.) The stratified sampling may better represent the entire area, but the survey job could 

be harder or more expensive to finish, since the trees in each plot needs to be labeled and 

sampling is needed in every plot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


